The behavioural literature provides a number of possible explanations for the low switching rates of PCAs/BCAs. We have included this introductory section to provide a very short summary of the key behavioural biases that are likely to affect consumer and SME behaviour in relation to financial products/banking. This section is not intended to provide an exhaustive list of the possible biases at play but instead to serve as a backdrop to our answers to the questions about the proposed remedies. It is important to note that in real life it is often difficult to identify which bias is driving behaviour, and in many circumstances it is likely that a combination of factors lie behind a decision or action.

Commitment bias is where individuals make decisions in the present to justify decisions they have made in the past. It has been used to describe how people make increasing investments (of time, money, social capital, etc.) in a decision based on prior cumulative investment – even though new information shows that further investment is not an optimal decision. Fear of regret is where a person anticipates regret if they make a bad choice, and take this anticipation into consideration when making decisions. Fear of regret can make people risk averse and can lead to/reinforce status quo bias because they worry about making the wrong decision.

Overchoice, often called choice overload, and status quo bias are two closely related concepts. Overchoice is where an individual is paralysed by the number of choices available. Status quo bias occurs when doing nothing is preferred over the result of taking some other course of action, even though a specific course of action might lead to a more optimal outcome. Overchoice can often lead to status quo bias.

The availability heuristic (or recall bias) is a mental shortcut used in decision making whereby recent events are over-weighted due to their ease of recall. As such, people tend to base judgements about uncertain future events more heavily through the prism of recent similar events rather than distant similar events. Availability bias also shows how we utilise average expectations of a product (based on prior cumulative experience of it) to make future decisions regarding that product.

---

exposure effect means we are more likely to have a favourable opinion about something we are merely exposed to (not for a substantial period of time, or in average, but just once).\textsuperscript{5}

Time inconsistency is where a decision that is preferred in the present is not the most preferred option in the future. For example, if people are asked to choose between receiving £10 today or waiting and receiving £12 tomorrow, most have been shown to choose the £10 today.\textsuperscript{6} However, if people are asked to choose between £10 in a year’s time and £12 in a year and one day’s time, most are happy to wait the extra day for an extra £2. This shows the time inconsistency of preferences (also known as hyperbolic discounting), which violates standard economic assumptions.

**Remedy 1 – Prompt customers to review their PCA or BCA provider at times when they may have a higher propensity to consider a change.**

**Issues for comment – remedy 1**

(a) Is the general approach of this remedy (making use of ‘trigger points’) likely to be effective in prompting customers to consider changes in current account provider?

The behavioural literature provides support for the suggested use of ‘trigger points’ as an effective way to prompt customers/SMEs to consider changing their current account providers. We have summarised the findings as follows:

- First, people have limited ‘bandwidth’ which means they are unable to pay attention to all the different decisions they could, or should, be making at a given time,\textsuperscript{7} and therefore react positively to reminders. Reminders have been shown to be effective at encouraging people to perform a wide range of actions that are beneficial for them from increasing savings\textsuperscript{8} to increasing attendance at doctors appointments.\textsuperscript{9} The medium of the reminder is also important; for example, a text message reminder was more effective than a letter at encouraging people to pay their court fines.\textsuperscript{10}

- Second, people are more likely to make big changes (such as changing consumption and travel behaviour) at key changes in their life (e.g. moving house, starting a new job, or having a child).\textsuperscript{11,12}


\textsuperscript{10} BIT, 2014, EAST: Four Simple Ways to Apply Behavioural Insights Available at: www.behaviouralinsights.co.uk/publications/east-four-simple-ways-to-apply-behavioural-insights/

(b) Is there, nonetheless, merit in requiring periodic reminders or messages in respect of particular patterns of account usage, for example to bring to customers’ attention the cumulative costs to them of unarranged overdrafts?

Providing people with (timely) feedback is an effective way to encourage behaviour change. Feedback can also be coupled with behaviourally-informed messaging to have an even more powerful effect. For example, providing people with information about their energy consumption and information about others’ consumption patterns is effective at reducing energy usage. As stated in the CMA provisional findings report, the FCA found that signing up to text alerts and mobile banking reduced the amount of unarranged overdraft charges incurred by customers by 24%. While reminders may become less effective over time it seems reasonable to expect that having a programme of testing and refining letters will provide an opportunity to measure the efficacy of the reminders and change their content to minimise the reduction in impact. The tax authority in the Netherlands used Post-It notes to draw attention to their tax letters and to stimulate a quick response, which has had a positive effect on tax payments. Although the impact of the Post-It notes slowly wore off, simply changing the colour of the notes increased effectiveness again.

(c) Do the occasions or situations identified in paragraph 34 represent points at which BCA and PCA customers are likely to be receptive to messages prompting them to consider changing their banking arrangements?

BIT thinks that the list provided in paragraph 34 looks sensible. In addition BIT would suggest that CMA should consider whether any administrative dates such as the end of the tax year may provide opportunities for the CMA/FCA/government to contact people to prompt them to consider changing their bank account.

Despite this support we would urge some caution about using all of the trigger points mentioned because there is a danger that customers habituate to the constant prompting and might end up tuning those messages out.

(d) Are there any other trigger points at which customers would be especially disposed to consider changing their current account provider?

As discussed above, people are more likely to make big changes at key moments in their life (e.g. moving house, starting a new job, or having a child). Therefore we suggest adding moving house (identified by a change of address) and starting a new

---
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job (which can be identified looking at a consumer’s transaction history) to the list of possible trigger points.

The behavioural literature has also documented a ‘fresh start effect’ in which people are more likely to make commitments to pursue goals following temporal landmarks (e.g. the outset of a new week, month, year, term, birthday, or holiday).\textsuperscript{17} We therefore think that prompting people at the beginning of the new year, new month, or even contacting people immediately after their birthday may be points at which people are especially disposed to consider changing their current account provider; however, we cannot be certain unless we test it empirically, which would be easy to do using a randomised controlled trial.

(e) To what extent should messages advise customers to actively consider an alternative provider? Should they, for example, draw attention to specific better-value accounts available from other providers? Should they link to sources of comparative information such as price comparison websites (PCWs)?

BIT strongly believes that any messages must contain clear information about what the recipient needs to do as a result of the communication, in many cases this will be to visit a website where people can take direct action. As far as possible any message should also provide all the information required to take action. The behavioural literature regularly demonstrates the disproportionate impact of seemingly small ‘friction costs’. For example, removing one click of a mouse caused 20% more people to fill out a tax form.\textsuperscript{18}

BIT would highlight the importance of testing the different approaches suggested. For example, it might be that even if a bank does provide information about the best offer available in the whole market that consumers do not trust this information so ignore the prompt. Some banks may manipulate the definition of ‘best’ leading to poor consumer outcomes and undermining confidence in the value of the reminders. An alternative outcome could be that the products highlighted in the letter might be withdrawn so even if a consumer does take action they are then discouraged from future action because of the negative experience.

(f) What types or combinations of customer communication, for example letters, texts, emails, are most likely to be effective in prompting customers to consider changing their banking arrangements? Is this likely to vary with the nature of the event or the type of customer?

Context matters so BIT cannot say with what the most effective types or combinations of customer communications will be. Only through rigorous testing can


\textsuperscript{18} BIT, 2014, EAST: Four Simple Ways to Apply Behavioural Insights Available at: www.behaviouralinsights.co.uk/publications/east-four-simple-ways-to-apply-behavioural-insights/
we be sure that communications are effective and having the intended effect, and it is possible to run randomised controlled trials in a policy setting.\textsuperscript{19} BIT has seen dramatic results trialling variations of tax letters to encourage people to pay their taxes, emails to small and medium enterprises to take up government schemes to help their businesses grow, and the effect of text messages versus other forms of communication.\textsuperscript{20} Intuitively it would seem that different customers should be engaged in different ways, e.g. those who use mobile banking should be contacted via text message, but we suggest trialling different media to see which is most effective for different customer segments.

(g) Who should determine when a ‘serious or widespread loss of service’ had taken place?

N/A

(h) In situations where the provider is responsible for sending the message/prompt, should the content and presentation of the messages concerned be standardised, specified or approved by a regulator?

Developing effective wording for any communication is a very difficult task and effective approaches are likely to change over time, as such BIT would not recommend that CMA/FCA take responsibility for developing the wording. Instead we suggest that FCA and banks work together to test different approaches with clearly defined measures of a ‘successful’ communication. As well as testing different messages this might also include testing the impact of different messengers which has been shown to affect the consumer responses.\textsuperscript{21} These outcome measures should be objective and measure real behavioural effects. The most obvious and appealing outcome measure would be switching rates. However, there is also scope for testing the level of customer understanding of notifications; for example a notification might be deemed ‘successful’ if 75\% of customers understand the information included and are able to demonstrate a clear understanding of what steps they need to take to compare current accounts. These metrics could easily be tested through laboratory trials which are often cheaper and quicker to run than field trials. We strongly suggest conducting randomised control trials in the field to test appropriate wording, and not just relying on focus groups or internal testing.

(i) Alternatively, would it be practicable and proportionate to require providers to facilitate access to relevant customers by the regulator(s), intermediaries or others?

N/A

\textsuperscript{19} BIT, 2012, Test, Learn, Adapt. Available at: www.behaviouralinsights.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/TLA-1906126.pdf
(j) What obligations should be placed on firms to support, including financially, compliance monitoring, for example through mystery shopping or the procurement of third party compliance auditing? Would the FCA or the CMA be the most appropriate body to do so? If not, who? Who should monitor compliance?

BIT does not have a strong view on which body is best placed to carry out compliance monitoring. What we would highlight however is the large effect that information can have on the functioning of markets, for example increased customer feedback for restaurants has been shown to increase in revenue, increase the number of independent providers and reduce the market share of chain restaurants. As such we would urge the CMA/FCA to make the outcome of this monitoring publicly available. Crucially this information must be provided in a format and at a time when it can be used by individuals making decisions, for example it may be sensible to provide it directly to PCWs to be displayed with search results.

(k) What, if any, are the practical, technical or regulatory barriers (given the potential overlap with, for example, the PAD and PSD) to the implementation of this remedy?

N/A

Remedy 2 – Increase public awareness of the potential savings or rewards that could be obtained by changing one’s current account provider and of the benefits of using the Current Account Switch Service to do so in terms of security and convenience

Issues for comment – remedy 2

(a) On what scale and over what period would it be necessary to conduct promotional activity to sufficiently increase awareness of the potential benefits of switching and confidence in the switching process?

N/A

(b) What indicators should be used to evaluate the effectiveness of CASS promotional activity?

The level of consumer awareness is the most obvious way of evaluating any promotional activity however BIT would caution against using that as the sole measure. The behavioural literature shows that raising awareness does not automatically lead to changes in behaviour\(^\text{22}\) so we would also suggest measuring


\(^{\text{23}}\) For example, health-related messaging promoted through television and radio advertising raised awareness of the risks of household air pollution from 43% to 69% according to a post-campaign survey and 83% of respondents said they would buy an “improved" stove, but only 2% actually did. In this case, traditional mass marketing raised awareness, but it did not drive new cookstove purchases. From: Shankar, A., et al, (2014). Maximizing the benefits of improved cookstoves: moving from acquisition to correct and consistent use. Global Health: Science and Practice, 2(3), 268-274
whether consumers know what steps they need to take to use the CASS. For example, this might involve asking a representative sample of people to explain what steps they would need to take to use the CASS. The literature shows that getting people to plan out the exact steps they need to take to perform an action makes them more likely to follow through.24

(c) What specific obligations should be placed on current account providers in terms of including references to CASS in their marketing communications to customers?

N/A

(d) Are there lessons we can learn from other sectors where switching rates have been low and where generic advertising has been undertaken to try to increase customer engagement?

While advertising/information campaigns are likely to play a role in informing customers BiT would caution against focusing too heavily on the impact of such campaigns. We urge caution mainly because it is not always easy to evaluate the impact of such approaches and we have not seen any good evidence about the sustained impact of such campaigns. It is also worth noting they are often very expensive. As an example BiT would draw the CMA’s attention to the ‘Power to Switch’ campaign the Government ran to encourage people to switch their energy provider. During the campaign the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) reported that more than £38 million was saved by 130,000 households switching energy supplier and that there was an 80% increase in the number of households who switched compared with the same period in the previous year.25

Despite this reported success Figure 1 below shows when you look at the switching rates for the period of the campaign it is not clear that they are substantially higher than normal and in fact switching rates dropped in the following months suggesting the effect of the campaign was not sustained.

---

Figure 1: Number of customers switching gas and electricity supplier, January 2014 - June 2015

Source: Ofgem

(e) Are there particular customer segments or trigger points that should be targeted by such campaigns, in addition to those mentioned here?

N/A

(f) How should an increase in promotion be funded? If from current account providers, on what basis should they be expected to contribute? Should, for example, contributions be based upon current market shares of PCAs and BCAs or the net gains by each bank through CASS or a mixture of the two?

N/A

(g) Who should undertake such campaigns and who should be responsible for ensuring that they were effective, targeting appropriate customer groups, at relevant times with effective communications?

N/A
Remedy 3 – Facilitate price comparisons between providers by making customer specific transaction data more easily available and usable, including by PCWs

Issues for comment – remedy 3

(a) How quickly could the proposed enhancements for Midata, including agreement on a common API standard, be implemented? To what extent, if at all, would this be constrained by other legislation, in particular the payment services directives?

N/A

(b) Are the proposed improvements to the features and functionality of Midata set out here those most likely to be helpful to potential users? Are there other improvements which would be as or more helpful and if so, what are they? Could, for example, Midata be used to highlight aspects of an account holder’s usage which are likely to vary significantly between providers but which are particularly difficult to compare, such as overdraft charges?

BIT has long been a strong supporter of the Midata initiative, as is one of our academic advisors Richard Thaler.26 However we think that the current execution misses some of the elegant simplicity of the approach which is about making it easier for people to access information about their consumption habits. As such we strongly support the proposed extensions of the Midata approach especially in relation to more complete information and extending the approach to SMEs who arguably stand to benefit most due to the complexity of their account usage and charges. BIT would also suggest the CMA consider extending Midata to other information such as the terms and conditions relating to accounts, for example if there are services which incur a fee for certain usage levels these could be flagged by intermediaries.

(c) What technical or regulatory obstacles, if any, are likely to be faced by PCWs wishing to host the Midata service? Are, for example, banks’ terms for SMEs sufficiently transparent for PCWs to be able to populate their systems? Are there improvements to the current format and content of Midata files that would facilitate more effective use by intermediaries such as PCWs?

N/A

(d) For the remedy to be effective, would it be necessary to adopt supporting measures to ensure that the benefits of using Midata on PCWs were promoted? Who should be responsible for raising awareness of the benefits of using Midata for account comparisons?

26 www.behaviouralinsights.co.uk/uncategorized/guest-blog-post-from-richard-thaler/
There are two features of effective communication that can increase the likelihood that action is taken: the timing of the delivery and the messenger. Our response to Remedy 1 sets out the importance of timing (e.g. using appropriate ‘trigger points’) and here we deal with the issue of the messenger.

People are more likely to act on information if the person delivering the message is considered an expert, especially if people have demographic and behavioural traits in common with the expert; conversely, people are less likely to act on information delivered by someone they dislike. BIT therefore suggests trialling different, trusted messengers to see who people are most likely to listen to.

(e) Is it necessary to require providers to make customers’ Midata files easier to locate on their online and mobile banking websites or would this be unnecessary if banks adopted common API standards?

As it currently stands any customer wanting to make use of Midata has to undertake a series of steps to download their usage file before uploading it to a price comparison website to compare products. In some cases, the Midata files are very difficult to locate on a bank’s website. While the introduction of APIs will remove this friction in the interim BIT would suggest that new requirements are introduced to make it easier for consumers to find their Midata files. For example, we suggest requiring that a representative sample of consumers should be able to find and download their files within 2 mouse clicks or within 1 minute of logging into their online banking. The ‘Midata button’ should be required to be prominently displayed on all personal banking log-in pages.

(f) What technical difficulties, if any, would arise from adopting the Midata data standards for BCA transaction histories? In what respect do they differ from those associated with PCA information? Does this differ between SMEs?

N/A

(g) Should Midata be available for all SMEs? Should there be an upper turnover limit for SMEs with access to Midata? If so, where should this be set?

BIT is a strong supporter of extending Midata to cover SMEs because, as noted by the CMA, BCAs are often more complicated to compare because of differing terms and conditions relating to charges and overdraft facilities.

(h) Are there other approaches to facilitating price comparisons between BCA and PCA providers that would address our concerns but be implementable sooner?

---
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Could existing measures to address some of these concerns, for example the use by the larger banks of standard scenarios to present unarranged PCA overdraft charges be improved or extended and if so how? Are there other elements of bank charges that should be made easier to understand through the introduction of new, or the enhancement of existing, measures?

N/A

(i) How could it be made easier for customers who lack internet access or IT skills to make price comparisons between providers?

BIT believes that for markets to function well it is important that consumers are able to navigate the products and services on offer easily and quickly. In many cases this suggests a role for some kind of support for consumers, whether that is provision of data or a through a vibrant intermediary market. However it is very important to make sure all consumers are supported, including those without the internet or IT skills to make use of the tools mentioned. In energy markets large energy suppliers are required to print QR codes on bills containing the Midata information which can then be scanned using a QR code reader and used to compare energy tariffs.30 While QR codes do have limitations BIT believes they provide a nice example of how a tool can be designed to be used by people directly but they can also be used by others. For example, someone without access to a QR code reader can take a copy of their energy bill to a friend or family member who can then help them compare tariffs. BIT would suggest the CMA/FCA consider similar approaches for personal current accounts in particular.

Remedy 4 – A PCW for SMEs

Issues for comment 4

BIT does not have strong views on the particular points highlighted by the CMA. BIT has largely focused to date on interventions aiming to change consumer behaviour rather than the behaviour of businesses. We have done some work involving prompting businesses to apply for Government schemes, the approaches we tested seemed to operate in the same way we would expect for individuals so we have no reason to think that the broad principles of behavioural science would not apply to SMEs. It cannot be assumed that the behavioural biases that individuals often exhibit would be the same as for groups of individuals, but there is likely to be considerable overlap, at least for micro businesses. As such we would support the creation of a PCW for SMEs as long as the principles outlined in the result of this document are followed: namely that any PCW allows meaningful, accurate comparisons that can

30 www.uswitch.com/gas-electricity/quotes/energy-bills-qr-codes/
be easily used by SMEs to compare and switch BCA. Interventions aiming to change the behaviour of micro businesses would have to be appropriately tailored.

**Remedy 5 – Enable consumers and SMEs to make comparisons between current account providers on the basis of their service quality**

Issues for comment – remedy 5

(a) What are the key facets of service quality for consumers and SMEs? Are these likely to differ between subsets of these groups and if so in what way?

BIT does not have a strong view on key components of service quality however we would make the point that the principle of simplification will apply to information about quality in the way it does to many other contexts. This may mean providing a headline quality rating even if the underlying information is quite complicated will be more useful for consumers. The NCAP safety rating for different cars is a good example of where the results of some quite complicated testing is presented in an easy to understand way to help consumers choose between products. It is also important to note that it has been widely demonstrated that presenting information in absolute or relative terms has a significant impact on subsequent decisions. As a result we would say that it is important that information about service quality is given in a way which helps show relative performance across a number of providers to help consumers and SME’s choose between banks.

(b) How should performance in respect of these facets be measured? Are these facets currently measured by or for most providers and, where they are, do they employ common or standard measures?

BIT would note that it is important that any measures of quality are comparable across providers and are objective. This might mean that banks are required to start collecting certain feedback metrics to allow comparison, for example the NHS Friends and Family test is designed to be a simple to collect metric which allows easy comparison between different health services.

(c) Is the demographic and geographic scope of current commercially available satisfaction surveys adequate? Are sample sizes sufficient to adequately reflect

---

31 BIT, 2014, EAST: Four Simple Ways to Apply Behavioural Insights Available at: www.behaviouralinsights.co.uk/publications/east-four-simple-ways-to-apply-behavioural-insights
33 Howard Garland, Stephanie Newport, Effects of absolute and relative sunk costs on the decision to persist with a course of action, Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Volume 48, Issue 1, 1991, Pages 55-59, ISSN 0749-5978,
35 www.nhs.uk/NHSChoices/AboutNHSservices/Pages/nhs-friends-and-family-test.aspx
satisfaction with newer or smaller banks, for example, or in particular parts of the UK?

N/A

(d) How should quality information be disseminated? For example, by providers publishing service quality data on their websites, within communications to customers and/or at branches? To what extent would such requirements overlap or be in conflict with PSD2?

It is of key importance that information about quality should be available to consumers at a point when they will be able to use it. This suggests that quality information should be made available directly to PCWs as well as other websites/sources that consumers are known to use when they are comparing banking products. Customers using the PCW could then not only search by price, but could also filter by satisfaction levels.

In addition BiT would suggest the CMA/FCA consider the best ways to make quality information available directly to consumers. This might include through the prompts suggested in Remedy 1.

(e) In addition, or alternatively, would there be merit in providers’ funding and procuring a third party to undertake and disseminate comparative service quality data? What are the relative merits of these different approaches?

N/A

(f) What monitoring and oversight arrangements would be necessary in order to ensure that service quality data provided by banks was accurate, up to date and not misleading? Who should provide this oversight and how should it be funded?

N/A

Remedy 6 – Standardise and simplify BCA opening procedures

Issues for comment – remedy 6

As with Remedy 4 BiT does not have strong views on the particular points raised by the CMA. However we would remind the CMA the importance of making processes easy in order to encourage behaviour change. As such any steps (including the creation of a CDD data pack) which make carrying out a process simpler for consumers or SMEs are to be welcomed. Part of our focus on the need for simplicity is that the easier something is to do not only means individuals are more likely to undertake a behaviour but also that they are more likely to repeat that behaviour. It is fair to assume that, in most cases ‘practice makes perfect’. A study on choices
surrounding healthcare provision and insurance show that people make significantly better decisions on only a second attempt.\textsuperscript{36}

**Remedy 7 – Make it easier for prospective PCA customers to find out, before initiating the switching process, whether the overdraft facilities they were seeking would be available to them from another provider**

**Issues for comment – remedy 7**

(a) Is it practicable to require banks to provide a definitive answer on overdraft applications early on in the account-opening process? Would doing so be likely to extend the length of the process?

N/A

(b) Would a tool such as we describe, while not providing customers with a definitive answer, nonetheless be useful in identifying possible lenders?

The proposed remedy has a number of appealing features in terms of making it easier for consumers to compare products in a more accurate manner. However BIT would highlight a number of behavioural factors which may mean that a tool which gives a likely, but not definitive, indication of a customer's overdraft coverage is less beneficial than hoped. The behavioural literature identifies a phenomenon known as the ‘endowment effect’ whereby it becomes more painful to give something up once you possess it then to never have it at all.\textsuperscript{37} Such a tool may ‘endow’ certain individuals with a certain type of overdraft coverage as an estimate, anchoring them with a certain reference point, but when their actual coverage falls short, it feels like a material loss, and is worse than if they were never given such an estimate at all. In addition commitment bias\textsuperscript{38} may mean that people stick with the option that initially looked best even when the offer is no longer so attractive. We would also worry about the possibility that banks will make attractive indicative offers to attract consumers but then subsequently add additional fees/worsen terms leading to consumer detriment.\textsuperscript{39}

(c) Are there other approaches to making the application process easier or more transparent for customers who require overdraft facilities?

\textsuperscript{36} The King's Fund. (2010). Choosing a High Quality Hospital (the Role of Nudges, Scorecard Design, and Information).


\textsuperscript{39} This practice of offering attractive headline offers is widespread in certain markets, including airline ticket prices. Indeed the OFT took action to prevent misleading pricing practices by airlines. http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140402142428/http://www.oft.gov.uk/OFTwork/consumer-enforcement/consumer-enforcement-completed/card-surcharges/
Improving/extending Midata has the potential to help make the application process easier for those customers requiring overdrafts.

(d) Would partial switching (see remedy 11) lessen the problem by at least permitting customers to retain their existing overdraft facilities in the event that the new provider did not grant them the required facilities? Alternatively, if a customer made a partial switch, would this affect the overdraft facilities available to them?

Partial switching may help reduce the impact of ‘fear of regret’ which may prevent those individuals who don’t want to switch providers because either a fear of missing payments or a fear of losing their overdraft facilities.

(e) What technical or regulatory obstacles, if any, would arise from this remedy? How could they be overcome?

N/A

Remedy 9 – Require banks to retain and provide ex-customers, on demand, with details of their BCA and PCA transactions over the five years prior to their account closure

Issues for comment – remedy 9

BIT supports this proposal but we would again point out how important it is to pay attention to what steps customers will be required to recover that information. When BIT was involved in developing the Midata programme we were regularly told that the information covered by Midata was already available to consumers through bills and bank statements. While this was technically true it would be extremely difficult and time consuming for a consumer to transform that information into a dataset which would be any use in helping choose between different products. For this remedy to work the key is that the information should be available easily and quickly when required. BIT would suggest a good way to approach this would be to create a central data storage facility and require all banks to provide transaction data in a common format. This information should be provided for free but only be able to be accessed by the consumers/SMEs it relates to.

Remedy 11 – Require all banks to support the partial switching service and to provide an equivalent guarantee to that offered as part of CASS

Issues for comment – remedy 11

There are two behavioural biases which are particularly likely to be at play in terms of current account switching: fear of regret and the endowment effect. Offering a

---

partial switching service might be expected to help overcome each of these to some effect.

The PCA and BCA switching package as a whole

Issues for comment

We invite views on the likely effectiveness of this package of measures overall, on additional measures that might be included or if there are particular remedies currently contemplated as part of the package that should be removed or modified.

Overall, BIT thinks the proposals are likely to be effective as long as close attention is paid to the manner in which the recommendations concerning messages/communications are introduced. As might be expected we recommend trialling targeted behaviourally-informed messaging and approaches that are likely to increase consumer engagement, instead of investing in an expensive awareness-raising campaign that is hard to evaluate and may not be effective. The behavioural science literature highlights how the messenger, the framing of a message (e.g. highlighting a social norm or making a loss salient), and the timing of a message or an intervention are key factors that can contribute to the success or the failure of an intervention. Prospect theory states that people will be risk-seeking in the domain of losses, while risk-averse in the domain of gains, therefore, people may be more likely to avoid the risk and uncertainty of switching current accounts when told that they could save money/receive more money, compared to be willing to take the perceived ‘risk’ of switching in order to avoid a loss. The best way to determine which messages are most effective at increasing engagement is to run a randomised controlled trial, testing different messages against each other, potentially delivered at different times (to test the effectiveness of different ‘trigger points’) and then tracking actual switching rates for each message at each time.

Remedy 15 – Require banks to provide a loans price and eligibility indicator

Issues for comment – remedy 15

(a) Are there any technical or regulatory obstacles to the adoption of this remedy and, if so, how could they be addressed? How quickly could this measure be implemented?

N/A

(b) To which lending products should the remedy apply?

---


(c) Should the format of such a tool be standardised or should banks be free to develop their own with, for example, certain minimum requirements?

In principle BiT believes that the format of such a tool should be standardised such that SMEs can make meaningful comparisons across banks. Even if there were certain minimum requirements, if the same information is presented in different ways, it increases the friction cost of the search and is less likely to be useful for SMEs making comparisons. It is important that the standardisation remains relevant for potential users of the loans indicator. We would draw the CMA’s attention to the current tariff comparison rate (TCR)\(^{45}\) in energy markets which tries to allow easy comparison between different standing/unit charges but is not particularly useful because it is so heavily caved due to the assumptions used in its calculation. Midata and QR codes can help overcome these problems by allowing individuals to provide information about the type of customer they are and allow suppliers to make offers to those customers they want to attract.

(d) How valuable would an ‘indicative’ offer be to SMEs? Would it be necessary to impose any obligations on providers as to the circumstances in which an indicative offer could be varied or withdrawn if the SME went forward with a loan application?

As set out above in our response to remedy 7(b), BiT would caution against giving ‘indicative’ offers that turn out to be different from the actual deal SMEs will receive (especially when the actual offer turns out to be worse) because of anchoring and the endowment effect. If there are sufficiently good reasons for varying/withdrawing ‘indicative’ offers later in the loan process, those conditions should be made clear from the outset (i.e. not in fine print at the bottom of a page).

(e) Should banks also be required to set out, in standard form, the terms on which they are willing to make loans, including arrangements for early repayment?

BiT strongly believes in the power of ‘making it easy’ and reducing friction costs to prompt action. If there were to be a standard form in which the terms of a loan were set out, which was the same across banks, then it would be easy for SMEs to compare offers and choose the best offer for them. It would also mean that banks would not be able to obfuscate their terms and hide important information in the fine print.

(f) What incentives would SMEs have to use such services? Would it be necessary or desirable to promote them to SMEs and intermediaries and, if so, who should be responsible for doing so and how should this be funded?

---

(g) What monitoring and enforcement arrangements would be needed for this remedy? Who should be responsible for overseeing it?

N/A